
CHAPTER 49 

DESTRUCTION CRITERIA FOR RUBBLE-MOUND BREAKWATERS 

By Adelkis J. itogan, Docteur Ingenieur 

Laboratoxre National d'Hydraulique, Chatou, FRANCE. 

ABSTRACT 

The general purpose of the author's research undertaken in the 
"Laboratoxre National d'Hydraulique" was to study wave action on 
rubble-mound breakwaters with regular (periodic) waves on the one 
hand and irregular (random) wind generated waves on the other, and 
to compare the effects of these two types of waves by use of the 
storm duration t.  With a first series of periodic waves experiments 
we have obtained the destruction of the breakwater's cover-layer for 
different storm durations t, by varying H and T.  The mass of armor 
units remained constant.  The angle of the slope, according to the 
seaward equilibrium profile could be considered as constant. 

For the destruction cases we obtained a risk criterion: 

| = " A.X0g(g+ B 

which provides the storm duration t, knowing H, T and v. 

Then for a second series of random wxnd generated waves experi- 
ments we eliminated t and found that the constant periodic wave height 
(H,  ) is equal to the "significant wave height" (H,/,) for the ran- 
dom waves.  This is an experimental demonstration or'Che justifiable 
use of H. ,, as "project wave height". 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Analysis of Classical stability formulas. 

First of all an analysis of classical empirical and semi-empirical 
stability formulas was necessary to show the importance of some variables 
and the absence of others.  Thus formulas of CASTRO, IRIBARREN, MATHEWS, 
EPSTEIN and TYRELL, IRIBARREN and NOGALES, RODOLF, LARRAS, IRIBABREN 
(modified by HUDSON), HEDAR, HENNES and LEONOFF, BEAUDEVIN, HUDSON (or 
W.E.S. formula) have been analysed and were adapted to "L.N.H." commonly 
used notation.  Afterwards, they were transformed to show common para- 
meters and to verify their dimensxonal homogenexty (l).  Only two of 
them are homogeneous! IRIBARKEN's (modified by HUDSON) and HUDSOIJ's 
formulas.  Stability formulas have the following general aspect: 
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where 

H = Hp.F 

F = k.j^ (.$ ). f  (<X ) ... 

Two of the- (the fomulas of MATFISS and RODOLF) have the aspect 
M= Ir.T.F, but they are not uced in practice. 

The stochastic character of waves and the txme of action, or 
otherwise ston• duration, do not appear in the previous formulas. 
On t'-'e other hand, engineers use more and more the "significant wave 
height" F. /, as "project "ave height" for marit^pe structures. 

1.2. twin purpose. 

The main purpose was to introduce the "ture of action" t (or 
stor"1 duration) into the c-n-i^er^tion of ruhb]e-mound breakwater's 
stability and to verify experimentally the enpincal and theoretical (2,3) 
assumption that H , is really the representative and afterwards destruct- 
ive mean wave height value of a random sea. 

The reasomn• below was followed prior to laboratory experimentation 
on multi-layered breakwaters: 

(a) Cover-layer's profile can be modified till stabilization. When 
second layer ia reached then destruction is imminent.  Smaller armor 
units of the secon-1 cover-layer can no longer resist wave attack. 

(b) It is easier to observe the complete destruction of the cover- 
layer than to measure the number of displaced armor units. 

(c) Wave height or period of random waves are not known a priori. 
Duration of wave action on the breakvater is the only parameter for com- 
parison between periodic and randoir waves. 

Therefore we have chosen as a criterion of comparison the complete 
destruction of the cover-layer in the same time, obtained one time from 
periodic waves (H and T constant) and another time from random waves (H. 
and T. random values).  Thus, eliminating the parameter t, H and H. can 
bo comoared as well as T and T.. 

l 

Figure 1 shows the general configuation of "L.N.H." research facili- 
ties as well as pertinent dimensions in meters. 

1.3- Similitude. 

The assumption was made that the inertia forces are very much larger 
than viscous forces.  In general, similitude of the two flows with free 
surface requires two conditions: 

F = F 
1   2 

R, = It. (or in default of:  R, > R and S„ > R ). 
l   d. l    c    d ^     c 
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For our investigation we use--: the F<0UDB-HE3CH condition,  which  is 
essential for model studies in open  channels with strongly turbulent 
flows.       Nevertheless,  we  did not  throw aside the assumption of the 
importance of ths  condition of PJSYFJOLDS.       The  di-nenoions of the 
model were  sufficiently snail th t  infiltration c percolation 
flows accompany the wave attack on armor units. 

The scalo    1:40,  has been  chosen aoco'"1i-'g tc the dimensions 
of "L.' .IT."  research facilities.       Specific yir t; of wa+er used 
during experimentation <ns assumed to be e~ual to 1.00.    Difference 
of specific gravity between model water  (1.00) and sea water 
(1.026 - 1.029,  according to salinity)  is big enough to be iirortant 
if model   investigation is related  to  'ield  construction   (4).       Our 
study was theoretical;  therefore we did not  take the difference into 
account.       The mass per unxt-volune of armor units was 

p   =- 2.6 t/m"5 

2.  PERIODIC WAVSS 

2.1. Introduction. 

The variables H and T v;ere constant during each experiment and 
the following values were chosen for these variables: 

H = 0.05, 0.075, 0.10, 0.125 m. (i.e. 2, 5, k,  5 m. in nature) approxi- 
mately. 

T = 0.9^8, 1.265, 1.581, I.897 sec. (i.e. 6, 8, 10, 12 sec. in nature). 

It was e^sy to set the wave generatoi *t tZiz  pcnod desired with 
the channel empty.  Afterwards, the model was constructed, the channel 
filled with water to the love! 0.35 ir. (corresponding to 1' ••>,. m nature), 
the resistance type wave gauges calibrate-" and, then the generator started. 
The wave heij'it was increased fro1" zero to the desired value arl then re- 
named constant during the whole experiment. 

2.2. Model. 

Figure 2 shows one of the breakwater profiles studied.  It is a type 
commonly employed with thr^e cover-layers.  The same armoi- units of spec- 
ific gravity 2.6, weighed one by one and irranged always m the same wav, 
have been use'" throughout all experiments. 

Particle size distributions used for each layer \,ere: 

A = 50 - 80 g. (i.e. 3 - 5 t xn nature) with -^ =* 63 g. (i.e. kt). 

B = 20 - 50 g. (i.e. 1.5 - 3 t m nature) with B a   IP  g. (i.e. 2.36 t). 

C = 5 - 25 °. (i.e. 0.32 - 1.6 t in nature) with C a.  11 g. (i.e. 0.7 t). 
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Where A is the median of A, B of B and C of C. 
m mm 

The middle-layer armor unit;? were coloured blue. The colouring made 
it easier to know the moment at which the middle-layer was reached in 
the process of destruction. 

Water depth on the sea side was always constant and equal to 
0.35 m. (i.e. Ik  ra. in nature).  The angle of breakwater slope varied 
from 30 to 36 degrees in steps of 2 degrees. 

2.3. Experiments with poriodic waves. 

Bvery experiment lasted, as a rule, 3 hours k$  minutes (i.e. Zk 
hrs. in nature) if the cover-layer was stabilised.  Tf the destruction 
of the cover-layer was achieved before 3 hrs. k^  min., we stopped the 
experiment.  If the destruction was imminent around 3 hrs. k$  min., 
we prolonged the experiment until complete destruction was obtained. 
Sixteen experiments were made for every angle of breakwater slope: 
k  for every wave period (0.9^8, I.263, 1.581, 1.897 sec.) for each 
wave height,(0.05, 0.075, 0.10, 0.125 m. approximately). 

Some experiments were omitted when no influence of the breakwa.ter 
slope was obtained (for instance for H = 0.05 m. and T = 0.9^8 sec). 
At the end of the experiment we drew the new profile on the glass-wall 
and we photographed it.  The destruction of the cover-layer was 
obtained in 13 cases. 

Ten minutes after the waves were fully developed, a record of the 
clapotis between the model and the wave generator was made.  From thic 
record we obtained the value of H, which we will later compare with 
the destructive mean value of the irregular wave height. 

Z.k.  Seaward equilibrium profile. 

During the first minutes of every experiment we observed the ten- 
dency of attacking waves to move armor units from the upper portion of 
the slope to the lower portion.  After some minutes a new profile was 
"carried" on the seaward face of the breakwater (Figure 3, profile DA BC). 
The new discontinuous slope was composed of three different slopes, one 
of which (the slope AB) was flatter than the initial one. 

From this moment onwards, the destruction of cover-layer progressed, 
with a good approximation, parallel to the new slopes.  Comparison be- 
tween corresponding slopes for various tests (1, section ^.33) shows no 
big differences between them.  Their mean values were: 

tanC^ = 1/1.059, tana2 = 1/2.627, tan Of ^ = I/I.278 

0^* hj> Of2a 21        Oi^X  38 

Therefore profiles with different slopes of 30, 32, 3k, and 36 
degrees were transformed, after a few minutes, to an iden-*-Lcral dis- 
continuous seaward profile; i.e. to an identical reflection slope for 
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incident waves.  Thus, vslues measured rlunnj; all these experiments 
neve beer, used to^eth°r for calculations. 

?.5- Characterisation of the risk of cover-layer destruction. 

a) Study of parameters:  Y = log (jjjr) and X = |.10" * 

''•In  first specify r as the sauple coefficient of correlation and 
as the value for the true bivariate di3tribution of Y and X. 

','e obtained destruction of the cover-lsyer in 13 cases (n = 13). 
Thus ve hive studied the coefficient r for the bivariate diotrnbution 
of di-'or.cionlesc functions Y and X, of parameters 'Keasured during the 
above experiments (5). Pursuing the calculation of Table 1, we obtained: 

=    7.297 6"x= 2.701 

6"y =  0.063 

c        -n-ZXY -ZXZY =-23.008 

and      r = rp= = _ 0.796 =^-7S6 

tie will now te-t  it-5  significance with  the  Z - Transformation of 
?TSI'ES: 

2 

? 
n 

4- i2x 
n2 

1 ' "    5(1 - r) V2log^ 

which is distributed a_->proxim"tely according to a GAUSS law of expect- 
ation: 

Alc-i c(Bp) 
0*1^  standard deviation: 

For r = - 0.796 we obtained Z = - 1.088 and for 
n = 13 :    l/v/rPS = 0.316^ 

If no real cor elation exists for the true bivariate distribution of 
Y, X (i.e. p = 0), the variable u = Z./& is distributed according 
to a unit normal distribution, then u = - Ji.kk. 

The probability of fmr'in a value less than or equal to u = - 3.Mi-, 
if (0 = 0, is equal to 0.0003, i.e. Pr (u < - 3.Mt  / f>    = 0) = 0.0003. 
Thus the correlation observed m our saivole corresponds to a strong one for 
tho true bivariate distribution of Y and X. 
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The line .r re^ei'i'""  of X on Y ic: 

X =     fe.Y + a 

with a\ rovinrtely  : lo   = ^    = - J*h 
y 

and a      = R      - fe Y = 218 
~> 

oo that  (Pi-.  4)      : * = - 3^.10' Hj (^) + 218.105 (i) 

S-jUcttion  (l) alloi1- the tH-o^-ieal prediction oi  a noon value ol X 
for P   IJIV.1  v.lue of v.       But thi-   vluo (V^-r;  on the particular 
;r"',':l >  t      -1" • :   th- r^' r*-* ion curw »'>•=•  f-tted.       '"he values of 
the sample are s^j^ct  t-^  ^an-io.i,  fluctuations,   so  th"t we must 
esti"ate t'->c TT-jicc of rando-i flu'twtmn resulting for X,  in 
order +o ivtivt-lj- °sti" ite it'   confidence interval   (£): 

..! - fi + -'^^ [* 8? 1     I"   '   HVY)J 2 

\;hore n is tho nuibor of variables of ovr  oa-iplc end 

S2 = n_2 Z.(Xt -X) is tho estimate of 
the conditional variance. 

But if "e are willnrj' to cnrn'cr X, not ?s a r»ean value for Y, 
but 33 a forecast of the particular value which X obtains, we have to 
add the proper variance of X (conditional vsri-rcp 3  ) to this 
variance of the linear regression curve: 

The predicted value of X for a jiven Y is approximately distributed 
according to a GAUSS law; its standard deviation we h-^ve £i-"-en 'hove. 
The tablas of the <?ATISS law give the reduced limits of interval"., which 
cover tha true v.'lue with a given probability.  limits o'" j confxde"ce 
interval for a probability F = 0.95 are: -  1.96 S .  tt is e isy to 
plot the two curves of limits: 

or: x 

b)  Study of nqrameters:     Y = loH—\ ,  X = -' 10" 5 

^gT' ,2   ' T 
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According to the same vunent we obtained: 

r = 0.336 

r is too small, therefore we ca^noi; have any conclusion about tho 
real coefficient of correlation of the true bivan^te distribution 
of Y and X. 

c) Conclusion -, 

The equation: m = - A.log —„ + E permits us to determine the 
time t needed for the destruction of the cover-layer, knowing E, T 
and v.  The parameter t/T can also be considered as an index of 
fatigue of the structure: period T is constant for periodic waves, 
therefore t/T represents the nunber of shockc rece:vpi by tho 
structure till its destruction.  We ascertained also that tr-j para- 
meter a/vT is strongly correlated with t/T, whereas H/gT is not. 

? 
Further analysis of the strong correlation between H/vT and 

t/T, recalling at the sane time th.it n    is an energy f-r-tor, we 
conclude from this eruat^on thrt v;e can rel^t*? wve energy to wave 
perno- and storm duration. 

3.   RANDOM WIND G5N3E.VTOD WAVES 

3.1. Production of wind waves. 

Random waves were induced by an air flow over a fetch of 30 m - max- 
imal length.  Water depth was, as for the periodic waves, 0.35 p. and 
wind speeds up to 3-k  m/sec. were obtained.  We observed during the 
first tests, that a constant wind flow over the water surface generated 
quite periodic waves.  After some investigations (l, section 5-31) we 
connected to the blower's motor an elcctro-mechanice] systen, which 
produced different cycles of start-off and stops.  With this system 
and the variation of wind velocity and fetch we obtained a sufficient 
variety of wave heights and periods.  Surface elevationc uere measured, 
with the help of a sonar, every 0.1 sec. and punched on 0  paper tape. 
A resistance type wave gauge placed at the sane location gave an immed- 
iate picture of the waves. 

3.2. Experiments with wind generated waves. 

The purpose of this series of experiments was to destroy the total 
thickness of the cover-layer along the model in approximately the same 
time as in experiments with periodic waves.  Several experiments, with 
variations of wind velocity, fetch and motor cycles, were nocoscary to 
obtain this. 

Every experiment involved the followin ooerations: 

(a) Construction of the model and the filling of the channel with 
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water to a depth of 0.35 11 • 

(b) Choice of a motor-cycle, a fetch and a wind velocity. 

(c) Calibration of the resistance wave gauge. 

(d) Regulating of wind deflector. 

(e) Starting of blower. 

(f) Ten minutes afterwards (time necessary to obtain fully de- 
veloped waves) the first record with the sonar and at the same time 
with the resistance wave gauge.  Duration of records: k minutes. 

(g) Continuous observation of the profile's transformation, 
especially ajproacbing any time in which we obtained the destruction 
with periodic waves.  If the maximal time of periodic waves destruc- 
tion was exceeded we stopped the experiment.  If we observed that we 
were near to a "same time destruction" a second wave record was ob- 
tained. 

(h) At the end of the experiment we drew the new profile on the 
glass-wall and photographed the profile. 

3.3. Seaward equilibrium profile. 

During the random waves experiment series we observed the same 
evolution of the equilibrium profile as in the periodic waves experi- 
ment series.  We generally distinguished 3 new slopes with mean values: 

tan «  = 1/0.96 , tan « 2 = 1/2.78 , tan « ^ = 1/1.3? 

CHX* kS «2 «*i9       &k * 36 

The comparison with the values obtained from the periodic waves 
series shows no big difference between corresponding slopes. 

k.   - COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF THE RECORDS 

Every tape record contained 2,400 values.  It was converted in 
an I.B.M. k?  machine to punched cards.  The "Service E.R.C.A." of 
"Electricite de France" is equipped with a C.D.C. 6600 digital com- 
puter.  Another facility, the System D.D. 280 made graphical output 
possible. 

The process of surface elevation was assumed stationary and 
ergodic, the frequency distribution similar to a GAUSSIAN process. 

k.l.  Autocorrelation function, Spectral density and relative 
width E. 

The purpose of this computer calculation was to investigate the 
randomness of the wind waves produced in our channel.  Our records 
have been discreetized into observations X.(t).  We have obtained 
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the autocorrarionce function from the following equstion (7): 

W(J )=_x_Nf X(I)'X(UJ) 
and than the autocorrelation function: 

R(J )--JS^  

Thus the first approximrtion of the spectral density was: 

LP (J ) = w (o) * 2 2_ W(k)-cos(-£J-!LUw(200) cosfjir) 

and finally after smoothing by HAMMING: 

SP (J ) = 0.2J.LP ( J ) + 0.54 LP (J + 1) + 0.23 LP (J + 2). 

An example of graphical presentation is given on Figure 5>  Values 
of £ have varied from 0,70 to 0,97. 

h.2.  Joint distributions of H and T (Fig;. 6s. 

With the help of zero up-crossin^s of the sea level we have ob- 
tained the w?ve heights anri periods for every sarnie.  The principal 
difficulty was the determination of the rrean leve]. 

The different cycles of start-off and stopc of the blower provoked 
seiche1-..  As the iwes were random trio was not of importance from an 
energy ^-oint of view, but \<tos  very important for the definition of wave 
heights and periods; nevertheless th<=- "etbod utilized WBS the zero-up- 
crosoings one.  Therefore we haw plipmjtr^ the seiche-with the help of 
a moving-mean over 75 points.  H and T values hce been classed m in- 
creasin> order, to evaluate the mean values H / , T ,    (where n = ],2,3 
and n ="l,2 ,10). n/m a/a 

Recalling that H, .  har been defined as the constant periodic 
wave height for the experiments during which we obtained the destruction 
of the cover-layer, we have calculated the ratios: 

Hdest/Hl/3  md  Hl/3/S 

a) for H, ,/^L.-  we have obtained values goinf; from O.87 to 1.10, with 
a mean of 1.00^ (Ex.Ftg;6). This is an experimental demonstration of the 
empirical and theoretical assumption that H ,7 is the representative wave 
height and thus good to be used as a project wave height. 

b) for H . / 5 we have obtained values going from 1.33 to 1.48. Through 
the use of^LONGUET-HIG-aiF'S formula, we can obtain the value of I.598 for 
the same parameter. 
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Ocean obcerv-iti ons (8) have given values going from 1.57 to 1.85. 

c) The comparison between constant periods of periodic laves an'1 random 
periods of wind g°rcrE>ted woves did not e;ive a sigm"icint relationship 
between the"1 became of the different ranges; i.e. periodic waves period 
varied fron 0.9^8 to 1.897 sec, but the random wind generated wave 
period vprier" fro*- 0.7 to 1.5 sec.  Neverthelees in sore cases, where 
constant and random perio "<r,  belorge'1 to the none rm;/*, ve obtained 
T, __  = T ,,, though from a statistical point of vie' it is irposciYle 
to correlate H / and T ,_,.  Definite result? do not ?;dst in this 
domain, we "oulrPsuggestcorrelating T with H ,7. 

k,J>.  Conclusion. 

With a first cerios of periodic waves experiments we have obtained 
the destruction of the break- "».ter'=- cover-layer for different stor" 
duration t, by vorymg K and T.  The mnsc of armor units regained 
constant.  The an0le of the slope, acco-ding to the rcr"ord equil- 
ibrium profile could be considered as constant.  For the destruction 
cases we obtained a rick criterion: 

H2 
t = - A.log (2•)  + B 
T 

which provider the storm duration t, knowing H, T and v. 

Then for a second series of randon wnd generated vsves experiments 
we eliminated t and ootpined that the constant periodic vave height 
(H  . ) is equal to the significant wave height H /., of random waves. 
This is an experimental demonstration of the justifiable use of H , as 
"project wave height". 

5.  SUGGESTIONS F02 FURTHER fiSSiiAHCH 

The restricted research time as well as some problems with labora- 
tory facilities did not permit us to study "vr-r; =ij.ptct of the regular 
an" wind generated action on rubble-mound breakwaters.  The flow is 
two-dimensional.   Our inv •> ^t i j •> ^ i >1 ^ ';.rr rtrictly lir.rtpd to tic 
effects of these two types of >;ave action on the structure.  It was 
technically impossible to study the production of waves by the wind, 
at the sane time. 

There is certainly more to do, and we would suggest the following: 

(a) The seaward face of rubble-mound breakwaters, .<s we have seen 
in sections Z.k and 5>3., is "carved" by wave attack, durir.; the first 
minutes of the experiment. Therefore variations of the angle of slope 
every two degrees do not influence the results.. Figure J illustrates 
this point. The experimental destruction border line is nearly hori- 
zontal for varying from 50 to 56 (every 2 ). Trus, there are 
two, more efficient, ways to experiment with breakwaters: either to 
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retain a constant slope during all experiments, or to vary the an^le every 
5 or 6 degrees. 

(b) We have to choose random values for R and T during expcrinentc, 
•at;i periodic waves.  The statistical stu^y could be then generalised. 

(c) It would be also desirable to measure exactly the stabilization 
time for the cover-layer, when wave ,=ttfcl' did not destroy it. 

(d) A relationship between H/E ,_, and other characteristics of the 
power spectrum would permit a reduction in the scatter of the results 
concerning the comparison between periodic and random waves. 
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